
 

Annex A 
South Central Franchise 
Consultation 

The consultation for the proposed South Central franchise specification 
commenced on 22 May 2008. 

One hundred and sixty-three local authority, regional agency and rail industry 
stakeholders were formally consulted and sent hard copies of the consultation 
document, including London TravelWatch and Passenger Focus. In addition, the 
document was posted on the DfT website and a press notice released. All MPs 
with one or more stations in their constituency served by the current Southern, 
Gatwick Express and Tonbridge to Redhill element of Southeastern train 
franchises were sent a copy of the consultation document, and copies were also 
placed in the House of Commons library. 

In January, prior to the consultation launch, two meetings were held in Croydon 
and Brighton with groups of local authorities and regional agencies to discuss the 
franchise specification process. Thirty representatives of authorities/agencies and 
Community Rail Partnerships, with interests in the South Central franchise, 
attended these meetings. Separate meetings were held with Passenger Focus to 
discuss specific passenger interests and with TfL to discuss specific London 
interests. 

Following the consultation launch, a further set of meetings in Croydon, Worthing 
and Eastbourne were arranged with similar groups of local authorities and regional 
agencies to discuss the proposed specification, raise any issues of concern/ 
clarification and inform stakeholders’ responses. In total, 60 individuals attended 
these meetings, in which presentations were conducted by the Department and 
Passenger Focus, and for the Croydon meeting by TfL. 

The main issues that were raised as part of these meetings were: 

l Concern over removal of Ashford – Rye shuttle, especially with CTRL 
domestic services to be implemented soon. 

l Short franchise length will limit the investment in the future. 

l Passenger information needs to be better from Train Operating 
Companies, i.e. engineering works, how manage stations, ticket office 
opening hours, when should toilets be open, where should trains stop on 
platform etc. 

l Concern over removal of the Tonbridge to Gatwick service. 
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l Coastway paths have major capacity issues, need to create better 
passing opportunities to run faster services. 

l West London Line service remaining from Milton Keynes to Gatwick 
Airport. 

l Uckfield line service capacity issues at peak times, need to consider 
electrification. 

l Stopping patterns at Three Oaks, Winchelsea and Doleham stations. 

l Need for earlier running of services to Gatwick (especially from Coast). 
Class 442 trains are difficult for luggage and would rather not see them 
on the Gatwick service. 

l Almost all marketing spend is confined to existing users rather than 
targeting potential new users from Train Operating Companies. 

l Need to involve the Highways Agency in the consultation process to get 
modal involvement. Integration of tram, train and bus services required. 
Need more promotion of local bus services, as currently poor 
replacement bus service accessibility. 

l Needs to be better liaison between local authorities and train operators 
over issues such as cycling space provision, additional stops at Wembley 
Central, possible redevelopment of Southwick and Ore stations due to 
local regeneration. 

Separate meetings were then held with Passenger Focus, BAA, TfL and London 
Travelwatch to discuss further passenger and stakeholder interests. 

The consultation closed on 14 August 2008. A total of 156 written or e-mailed 
responses were received. 

A breakdown of the responses received is as follows: 

Local authorities/boroughs/councils 45 
Members of the public 39 
Rail user groups 30 
Public bodies 28 
Elected officials (MPs, Assembly members) 9 
Businesses 5 
Total 156 

The DfT has also endeavoured, in good faith, to summarise each response 
received, and these are tabulated at Annex B. Any significant omission or incorrect 
emphasis is unintentional. 

The following positive written messages were recorded: 

l Broad support was expressed, by respondents to the consultation, 
for the proposed service improvements in the franchise specification. 
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l Strong support was forthcoming from respondents for the commitment 
to increase capacity across the South Central franchise. 

l Strong support was forthcoming for the Department’s plans for the South 
Central franchise operator to extend train operating times, particularly 
evening and Sunday hours. 

l Positive support was expressed for the plans to increase car parking 
spaces and the requirements set out for station travel plans. 

l Positive support was expressed for the plans to introduce compliant 
smartcard technologies across the franchise area and of the stated 
desire to link fare increases to performance. 

l Positive support was expressed for the plans to enhance passenger 
facilities and access. 

l Support was mentioned for the positions set out on environmental 
performance and improvements in passenger information. 

l Support was mentioned for the plans for improvements in security and 
CCTV coverage. 

The principal issues raised by respondents to the consultation were: 

l Seventy responses commented on the desire for additional service 
patterns, with 32 wanting later services, 24 wanting additional weekend 
services and 14 wanting earlier services. 

The Department will specify requirements to run later services. Higher 
frequency services will operate on many routes at weekends and in late 
evenings, with a minimum of 4 tph on most routes in South London. 
Later services will operate on Friday and Saturday nights on all suburban 
routes within the South London network, departing London terminals at 
around 00.30. Later services will also operate on the London Bridge to 
Uckfield route, subject to Network Rail access. A new Sunday service 
between Brighton and Southampton has been specified, as has a late 
direct service from Brighton along the West Coastway. 

l Sixty-one responses were expressed for a desire to increase capacity to 
alleviate overcrowding, with 18 commenting on the current overcrowding 
taking place on the Ashford – Brighton Line, 15 on the Uckfield Line, 14 
on the south metro area and 12 stating the need for platform 
lengthening. 

The Department has stated its intentions to increase capacity. Longer 
trains will be provided on most routes in South London, where most 
peak service trains will be extended from 8 to 10 carriages, with 12 car 
services on the East Grinstead line. The Invitation to Tender has retained 
the doubling of express trains between Brighton and London Victoria in 
the high peak and two extra trains between Redhill and London at peak 
times to provide more than 3,700 additional seats in and out of London 
at the busiest times. The Department recognises crowding issues on the 
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Lewes to Brighton route, but believes a timetable solution is most 
appropriate. 

l Forty-four responses were expressed for a desire for additional rolling 
stock, with 12 responses objecting to the potential removal of the 
Ashford – Rye shuttle and the likely negative impact this would have, as 
this train is used as a standby for the main Ashford – Brighton service. 

The Department’s Rolling Stock Strategy originally stated our intention to 
provide at least 106 more carriages on the South Central franchise. The 
Department will now specify an additional 118 vehicle arrivals into central 
London terminals, with an additional 8 arrivals into Brighton from 
Coastway services in the morning peak. Bidders will, as always, be left to 
assess the market and decide upon the best utilisation of rolling stock, 
and whether more is commercially warranted. They will also be invited to 
propose the best utilisation of the diesel fleet and whether any additional 
rolling stock is required. The Department will, however, mandate the 
continuation of the Rye – Ashford shuttle, and believes it may gain more 
patronage if it is possible to re-timetable the service to better connect 
with CTRL domestic services. 

l Forty-two respondents were concerned in general at the poor provision 
of station facilities across the franchise. Concerns raised were mainly 
about individual stations’ fabric, but also included expressions on lack of 
heating, lack of sheltered waiting areas, poor booking hall areas, the 
need for improved lift and accessibility access, provision of waiting room 
and toilet facilities, lack of information provision and in one case the lack 
of a working station clock. 

The Department will specify that bidders must set targets for and monitor 
service quality to ensure stations are maintained to a high standard. In 
addition, the Access for All Scheme, the National Stations Investment 
Programme and the Small Schemes Programme will all assist in 
improving station facilities through the franchise period.Ten stations will 
benefit from the transfer to TfL management, and TfL will fund a 
programme of station deep cleans in the South London area. The 
Department has also specified 30 station travel plans within the franchise 
period. 

l Forty-two responses expressed concerns over disruption to journeys 
caused by interchanges, most of which were timetabling related and six 
of which related to the problems associated with splitting and joining. 
The issue of the SLC 3 proposals of reduced service on the Uckfield line 
and the forced interchange planned at Oxted was objected to by 12 of 
these respondents. 

In SLC3 it is likely to be necessary to reduce the peak service to hourly 
because of the reduction in capacity at London Bridge due to the 
infrastructure enhancements taking place. The specification has 
endeavoured to maintain as much capacity into London terminals as 
possible whilst also maintaining direct services on most routes. 
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l Thirty-three responses objected to the removal of the service from 
Tonbridge to Gatwick, as this would result in a loss of service for 
passengers to connect from Kent to Gatwick Airport. The general feeling 
is that the service has never been effectively promoted and thus has 
remained under-utilised, but that this could be dramatically changed 
through a considered marketing and promotional plan. 

l The removal of the current Tonbridge to Gatwick service will be 
introduced by the current franchise in December 2008. The service has 
suffered from low usage levels, even though it has been in operation for 
over a decade. Paths freed up by the removal of this service have 
allowed the enhanced service frequency from Norwood Junction, Purley 
and Coulsdon to Gatwick. It is not proposed to mandate the Tonbridge 
to Gatwick service to operate in the new franchise, but bidders are free 
to propose its reintroduction if it can be justified. 

l Thirty-two responses objected to the existing stopping pattern at the 
smaller stations of Three Oaks, Winchelsea and Doleham, as they are 
unusable. Proposals were suggested that some, not all, trains should 
stop at these stations, more or less alternatively and at reasonable bi-
hourly times. 

The Department has looked at this issue again. The Department will 
request that bidders should look at opportunities to install some 
additional limited stops along this route, while a minimum service to 
these stations will be mandated. Bidders will be made aware of the local 
aspiration for services that are provided at usable times of day and of the 
aspiration for stops at Winchelsea at weekends associated with tourism. 
The Department will consider minor amendments to the SLC in order to 
facilitate any changes, should they be proposed. 

l Thirty-two responses objected to the proposals for the West London 
Line. They believed this would result in a loss of service for passengers to 
connect from the north to the south of London without having to 
interchange at London termini. Also the key link to Gatwick Airport would 
be lost. All respondents felt that this line should be continued to at least 
Gatwick Airport. 

The withdrawal of the service to Gatwick was proposed as part of the 
Brighton Main Line RUS and consulted upon as part of that process. The 
changes to timetables for December 2008 no longer allow for a path for 
the West London Line service to continue beyond East Croydon. 
However, these changes have allowed for the additional off-peak London 
Bridge to Redhill and semi-fast Victoria to Brighton services that will be 
introduced in December 2008. However, bidders will be free to propose 
alternative service patterns for the West London Line. The Department 
will now specify an hourly service from Milton Keynes to East Croydon, 
during the majority of the day, subject to confirmation of necessary 
access rights. By maintaining these services within the same franchise it 
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may be possible to link West Coast and Brighton Main Line services in 
the longer term. 

l Twenty-eight responses expressed a desire for faster journey times, 
along a host of train services. 

The base timetable developments by Network Rail include provision for 
faster services from Epsom, Caterham and Tattenham Corner to London 
Bridge from May 2010. Bidders are free to enhance this timetable from 
December 2010. Nothing within the specification will prohibit bidders 
from speeding up a service as a result of timetable changes and 
enhancements to the network, but reductions in intermediate stops are 
unlikely to be acceptable. Enhancements to Coastway journey times can 
be examined as part of the Network Rail-led Sussex RUS. 

l Twenty-six responses requested the need for more information be 
available for passengers especially at times of disruption. 

The specification will seek proposals from bidders that fully utilise existing 
channels of communication, such as real-time information both at-station 
and on-train to provide accurate and up to date information, especially 
when things go wrong. The specification will seek to extend on-station 
passenger information to stations not currently served and enhance 
provision where it is currently limited. Bidders will also be encouraged to 
propose new ways in which they will communicate with their passengers 
and will need to detail how they will keep customers informed about 
planned engineering works and major timetable changes, including using 
new or existing communication channels. Bidders will be required to 
provide plans for how they will manage passenger information for the 
works taking place at London Bridge as part of the Thameslink project. 

l Twenty-four responses suggested looking into electrification of track, 13 
for the Marshlink line and 10 for the Uckfield line. 

The franchising process is not a mechanism to deliver significant 
infrastructure enhancement. The Department has stated that only 
schemes funded in the High Level Output Specification will be 
considered as part of the franchise specification. Electrification was not 
included as a requirement in last year’s White Paper and therefore is not 
included within this specification. 

l Twenty-three responses were received on the nature of the Gatwick 
Express service, with 13 opposed to any change to the dedicated nature 
of the service, both in terms of non-stop service and in terms of 
dedication of rolling stock and associated facilities, 10 in favour of 
stopping the service additionally at East Croydon and 3 in favour of the 
service being continued to Brighton. 

The Department has stated that the franchise will inherit the December 
2008 timetable which includes a Gatwick Express service that runs 
directly from Victoria to Gatwick, but that will continue to/from Brighton 
at peak times. The Department will not specify the rolling stock to 
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operate on these services. This will be a matter for bidders. However, it 
will require the continuation of the branded ‘Gatwick Express’ service, 
and stipulate that the majority of services are operated by rolling stock 
with appropriate luggage-carrying provision and multi-lingual on-board 
announcements. 

l Twenty-three responses were received on ticketing requirements, with 
15 requests for additional ticket machines, 4 requests for additional 
functionality to allow for boundary zone extensions and 4 requests for 
remote ticketing facilities. Alongside this, 22 responses were received on 
the need to reduce fares through a number of solutions. 

The Department will specify that bidders must install a minimum of 
30 additional ticket machines and that they must also improve the 
functionality of such machines to increase the range of tickets available. 
Bidders will also be encouraged to propose new retailing methods to 
reduce the time taken to purchase tickets, such as internet-based sales 
methods and possible use of mobile phone technology. The 
Department’s policy remains the same on the regulated fares basket 
being capped at RPI+1 per cent, with individual fare increases flexibility 
reduced to RPI+3 per cent. 

l Twenty responses were received requesting additional facilities for cycle 
provision both at stations and on trains. 

The Department has specified that bidders must install a minimum of 
1500 additional secure cycle spaces. 

l Twenty responses mentioned the need to either maintain or increase 
station staffing, particularly with regard to ticket office manning. 

The Department has specified that gating must be installed at around an 
additional 30 stations across the franchise period. Where gating is 
implemented or already exists, the Department will mandate that bidders 
must staff each gateline for two full staff shifts per day, which must cover 
the hours of 19.00 to 23.00 or last train. Therefore in some cases 
stations may have additional staffing. From April 2010, as part of a TfL 
funded enhancement, most stations within the GLA boundary will be 
staffed from start of service to end of service on each operational day. 

l Twenty responses requested the need to improve disability access. 

Bidders must detail their proposals to ensure compliance with their 
duties under the Disability Discrimination Act 1995 as part of their bid 
and must have a minor works fund to carry out accessibility and mobility 
improvements. 

l Nineteen responses mentioned the need to increase security provisions, 
with 8 commenting on additional CCTV. 

The Department has specified that bidders must maintain Secure Station 
Accreditation (SSA) at all stations they inherit that already have SSA at 
the commencement of the franchise period, for the duration of the 
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franchise period, and must deliver SSA for stations that account for 95 
per cent of the Franchise footfall (excluding those stations managed by 
Network Rail) by December 2010. As part of a TfL funded enhancement 
most South Central stations within south London are expected to 
achieve Secure Station Accreditation by September 2011. Most of 
the rolling stock on the franchise already has in-train CCTV, and the 
Department will specify that this level of coverage will be maintained and 
that by the end of the franchise all trains rolling stock will have in-train 
CCTV. Bidders will be required to maintain the number of car parks 
given the Park Mark award. Ticket gates will be installed at around 30 
additional stations across the franchise and, where stations are gated, 
they will remain staffed until approximately 11pm, 7 days per week, with 
the hours of 7–11pm mandated, which in turn improves security. 

l Eighteen responses requested additional car parking provision. 

The Department has specified that bidders must install a minimum of 
1000 additional car parking spaces informed by current levels of 
utilisation. 

l Eighteen responses requested the earliest possible introduction of 
smartcards and Oyster PAYG. 

The Department has specified that bidders must develop and roll out 
ITSO smartcard products across the franchise, ensuring integration with 
TfL. From late 2009, Oyster PAYG will be valid on all rail services in 
London; the new franchise will also require continued acceptance of 
Oyster PAYG and retailing of Oyster top-ups on TVMs within the 
Travelcard boundary. 

l Seventeen responses requested that the Department re-open the 
Uckfield – Lewes line. 

The findings of the July 2008 Network Rail report commissioned by the 
Central Rail Corridor Board stated that the capital cost alone would be 
between £141 million and £180 million and that benefit to cost ratio 
would need to be double to treble the existing 0.64–0.79 projections. 
Given these findings, it is unlikely that this scheme will be funded in the 
foreseeable future and it has therefore not been considered as part of 
this franchise. If private sector funding is available to cover the capital 
costs and likely additional subsidy, the change mechanism within the 
franchise agreement could be used to incorporate the scheme into the 
franchise. 

l Sixteen responses objected to the closure of the South London Line. 

The withdrawal of the service between London Bridge to London Victoria 
via Peckham Rye is necessary as a result of the planned works at 
London Bridge. An enhanced Southeastern service will provide links from 
Victoria to Wandsworth Road and Clapham High Street, with possible 
service extensions to stations on the Catford loop. It is not yet clear 
whether or when the East London Line service to Clapham Junction will 
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receive funding and, should the project not go ahead, then the 
reinstatement of the South London Line service could be considered as 
part of the specification for the subsequent South Central franchise. 

l Sixteen responses were received requesting the new franchise takes 
more responsibility over revenue protection, with 7 specifically requesting 
additional gating. 

Ticket gates will be installed at around 30 additional stations across the 
franchise and, where stations are gated, they will remain staffed until 
approximately 11 pm, 7 days per week. 

l Fourteen responses were received requesting the need to limit 
engineering disruptions. 

Network Rail has a requirement to maintain a safe and reliable railway, 
and as such will require some engineering access to the network. 
The Department is working with Network Rail to minimise disruption. 

l Thirteen responses were received requesting the need for the 
performance on the franchise to improve. 

Bidders will be required to contribute towards the London and South 
East improved performance trajectory measured by PPM to 93 per cent 
by 2014. Bidders will also be required to submit plans of how they will 
provide a reduction in significant lateness and cancellations. 
A compensation policy based on delays will be specified to apply to all 
passengers. 

l Twelve responses were received expressing a concern over the short 
length of the franchise period. 

The Department, following consultation with industry owning groups, has 
considered the appropriate length of the franchise period in the context 
of the wider franchising programme and the impact of major projects, 
most notably the Thameslink programme. While the franchise length is 
shorter than the Department would ideally let, it does give maximum 
flexibility to redefine South Central and Thameslink franchises in 2015 
and has the ability to be extended by an additional two years. 

l Twelve responses were received requesting the need to promote 
PlusBus. 

Bidders will be encouraged to promote any form of cross-modal 
transport and ticketing systems between train and bus services. 

l Nine responses were received requesting the need for bidders to work 
more closely with stakeholders. 

Bidders are required as part of their bid to demonstrate a commitment to 
work with the Department, Passenger Focus, London Travelwatch, TfL, 
councils and boroughs and all other stakeholders over the life of the 
franchise. 
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l Nine responses were received requesting the need for double tracking of 
certain parts of the South Central network. 

The franchising process is not a mechanism to deliver significant 
infrastructure enhancement. As a result, the Department has stated that 
only schemes funded in the High Level Output Specification will be 
considered as part of the franchise specification. Double tracking of 
these routes is therefore not included within this specification. 

l Nine responses were received requesting additional Station Travel Plans. 

The specification requires a minimum of 30 Station Travel Plans to be 
developed during the franchise period. 

l Nine responses were received requesting the need for providing regular 
services on bank holidays, especially Boxing Day. 

The specification seeks to provide improved levels of service on Boxing 
Day. Bidders will be requested to propose frequency of services to 
Brighton, Gatwick Airport and on the majority of routes in South London. 
Bidders will be asked to provide services equivalent to those supported 
by TfL in 2007 for New Year’s Eve as part of the Base Case Specification. 
Bank holiday services traditionally operate on a Sunday level of service, 
and the Department has already stated its intentions to enhance Sunday 
services, thereby also enhancing bank holiday services. 

l Nine responses were received supporting the timely agreement to the 
East London Line phase 2. 

At the time of writing, the East London Line Phase 2b project remains 
unfunded. However, the franchise agreement will be drafted in such a 
way to facilitate delivery of this project as required. 

l Eight responses were received requesting the need to improve marketing 
of services to non-rail users. 

Bidders are required to submit a marketing plan as part of their bid 
submission. The Department will not specify the detail of what bidders 
must submit within their plans, although it would recommend that 
marketing of current non-rail users would be of benefit. 

l Eight responses were received raising concerns over the proposals for 
London Bridge. 

The works being undertaken at London Bridge are part of the 
infrastructure enhancements to facilitate the Thameslink Programme 
being managed by Network Rail. When complete, the Thameslink 
Programme will provide additional capacity through central London and 
deliver enhanced journey opportunities across the South East of 
England. The Department wishes to ensure that as much capacity as 
possible into London is maintained (as measured by train carriages) 
during these works by running longer trains and making use of the 
platform lengthening enhancements. 
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l Eight responses were received requesting that the Department do more 
to manage the environmental impact of the franchise. 

The specification requires bidders to set their own annual targets for 
environmental key performance indicators such as for traction and 
non-traction CO2 emissions, waste generation, recycling, emissions of air 
quality pollutants, noise, water consumption, energy consumption, land 
contamination and other environmental impacts. Bidders will be required 
to deliver a minimum of 10 per cent reduction in non-traction electricity 
consumption within the life of the franchise and to use their best 
endeavours to achieve ISO14001 accreditation across all operations. 
Bidders will be encouraged to fit trains with electricity consumption 
meters as part of any refurbishment or new-build rolling stock 
programme. 

l Eight responses were received requesting that trains stop in more 
customer-friendly positions along platforms. 

This is a detailed operational issue for bidders to consider. 

On the specific questions that were asked within the South Central Consultation 
Document, the following submissions have been recorded. 

What performance measures should be used to 
assess overall performance? 

l Improved punctuality, with 95 per cent of trains to arrive on time, as 
measured by PPM. (West Sussex Rail User Association) 

l Recommend that new operator should be restricted in its ability to vary 
fares in the event of poor performance and recommend poor 
performance should be measured in terms of delays and cancellations 
due to the operator, poor information for passengers and poor 
maintenance of stations and trains. (London Borough of Wandsworth) 

l Fares should be reduced if performance delivered to customers is 
worsened, and measures could include PPM, overcrowding levels, NPS 
scores relating to on-train and station environment such as cleanliness, 
information provision and toilet availability. (Surrey County Council) 

l Although the principle of linking fares to performance is superficially 
attractive, it has a number of practical problems, and the 2003 
consultation on this subject by SRA should be viewed. (ATOC) 

l Network Rail will seek visibility of the target setting for the new franchise 
to provide comfort that they are aligned with the industry assumptions on 
how the HLOS PPM and Significant Lateness and Cancellations targets 
should be delivered. (Network Rail) 

l PPM should be target of minimum of 90 per cent for each of the five 
basic service groups ensuring operational emphasis is focused across all 
routes on franchise. (Passenger Focus) 
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l Flexibility that operators have to alter individual fares should be 
dependent on overall level of performance delivered to customers: 
measures should be PPM, together with an element reflecting service 
quality and/or passenger satisfaction, and these should be 
disaggregated to service group level. (Passenger Focus) 

l Want TOC performance trajectory to be transparent, consistent with 
HLOS and NRs CP4 business plan, and also assume loading figures will 
be in line with HLOS. (ORR) 

l Suggest that interim PPM incremental improvements should be 
specified. (Brighton and Hove City Council) 

l Principle of linking right to increase fares with achievement of 
performance targets is supported. (Horsham District Council) 

How could fares be made easier? Where would 
zonal schemes exist? 

l Consider whether a simpler fares structure using cost per distance 
travelled compared to a car could be implemented. (Sussex Community 
Rail Partnership) 

l Unregulated fare increases limited to a maximum of inflation + 1 per cent. 
(West Sussex Rail User Association) 

l Tickets should be fully inter-available throughout the franchise. (Surrey 
County Council) 

l Bidders should consider ways in which passengers using off-peak trains 
at quiet times of the week are rewarded with fare incentives and not 
penalised with high unregulated fares. (Horsham District Council) 

l On fares the reinstatement of the original conditions of the NSE Card 
would increase business (Railfuture) 

l Remove price restrictions from Network South East card or make 
Daysave available from stations. (Railfuture) 

l Existing traincard product to be retained and further developed. (BAA 
Gatwick) 

l Reduce off-peak fares on short journeys. (London Borough of Sutton) 

l Seek proposals for interest-free season ticket payment scheme and 
explore possibility of introducing loyalty/bonus schemes. (Passenger 
Focus) 

l TfL fares regime to accompany early implementation of Oyster PAYG. 
Supports standardised fares across all operators within the London fare 
zones. (London Travelwatch) 

l Run summer weekend ‘seaside specials’ direct from metro stations to 
Brighton. (London Travelwatch) 
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l Bidders should explore pricing regimes that would address overcrowding 
during peak periods, such as ‘early bird’ discounts for travel before the 
morning peak. Bidders should propose integrated ticketing and joint 
smartcard initiatives with local bus operators. (Brighton and Hove City 
Council) 

l The zonal fares system needs to be extended to include Epsom. (MOP) 

l Coulsdon South, Riddlesdown, Upper Warlingham and Sanderstead are 
in the GLA area and should be subject to same zonal fares system. (East 
Surrey Transport Committee) 

l  Bidders should be invited to propose relevant initiatives, including 
imaginative ‘rover’ and flexible zoned ticketing. (Sustrans) 

l Zonal fares should be examined along Coastway West route. (Hampshire 
County Council) 

l Operators’ marketing of fares and ability to change prices on journeys 
booked in advance depending on their loading. (Havant Borough 
Council) 

l Create the rail equivalent of ‘air miles’ reward schemes, allowing 
discounts off further travel. (Havant Borough Council) 

What environmental KPIs should be set within the 
franchise period? 

l Separation of waste for recycling at stations should be a KPI (Bricycles) 

l Requirement for climate change emissions per passenger kilometre to be 
reduced by at least 5 per cent per annum, year on year. (Campaign to 
Protect Rural England) 

l Targets to be set for achieving CO2 g emissions per passenger kilometre 
to be based on actual passenger numbers and energy consumption by 
key route. (Sustrans) 

l Proper targets should be introduced for on train metering. (Sustrans) 

l TOC to be entirely compliant with DEFRA guidance on KEPI. (Sussex 
Community Rail Partnership) 

l Would advocate the consideration of adopting trackside energy storage 
in conjunction with regenerative braking, trials of which have already 
begun, particularly where services are less intensive. (Railfuture) 

l Should be required to publish year-on-year figures for recycling of 
rubbish collected, energy use for both traction and depot purposes, 
water recycling, recycling of engineering products, as well as emission 
levels on a per-passenger-kilometre basis. (Brighton and Hove City 
Council) 
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l Appropriate for bidders to set their own targets for environmental 
performance. (Brighton and Hove City Council) 

l Should show on a ticket the ‘carbon saving’ of that purchase.(Havant 
Borough Council) 

l A centralised top-down environmental KPI process would not be 
appropriate for operators, as it would stifle local initiative. (ATOC) 

l Set specific targets for environmental performance in the specification 
so that all bidders are assessed against a common benchmark. 
(Passenger Focus) 
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